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Featured in this exclusive newsletter are the stand out
campaigns of the month, and digibits our clients should be
up-to-date with.
• Welcoming On-Board our New Clients

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

• East River: Helping New Moms Bring Babies To Work
• #SheIsMyButterfly
- Production by East River
• Interwood: Double Dose of Comedy
- PR by East River
• #YouFindYourFireWeBringTheFuel: Arté
- PR by East River
• 2020 Insights: 3 Trends Every APAC Brand Should
Keep an Eye On
- Think With Google
• How Smartphones And AR Are Changing The Way
We See and Interact With The World
- Think With Google

DIGIBIT OF THE MONTH:
Google enables us to move our marketing to the next level.
Here are three marketing myths they’ve busted in the past
year:
• Marketing myth 1: Video is slow and expensive to produce
• Marketing myth 2: The more data you have, the better
• Marketing myth 3: Humans are being replaced by machines
READ MORE
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WELCOMING ON-BOARD OUR NEW CLIENTS

GYMBOREE - LAHORE

PSI – KARACHI
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EAST RIVER: HELPING
NEW MOMS BRING
BABIES TO WORK
East River recently opened doors to its newest
in-house facility: a welcoming, fully-equipped
nursery for employees.
We celebrated and extended our support to
Pakistani women this Women's Day in multiple
ways; one of which is this initiative that marks
East River as one of the very few agencies in
Karachi that offer a facility of this sort.
READ MORE
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For Women's Day, Butterfly Pakistan wanted an
inspirational, aspirational, and empowering campaign to
celebrate female bonds in a way that also highlighted brand
functionality. With the objective of renouncing the common
perception – ek aurat he aurat ki sub se bari dushman hoti
hai: one woman is another's biggest enemy – we set out to
flip the narrative. The insight was simple: a woman never
refuses to share her pads with another woman. And hence
came the idea for the DVC #SheIsMyButterfly.

#SHEISMY
BUTTERFLY:
WOMEN’S DAY
PRODUCTION BY
EAST RIVER

East River is proud to note that the said DVC was written,
directed, and approved by women.

WATCH HERE
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INTERWOOD:
DOUBLE DOSE OF
COMEDY –
PR BY EAST RIVER
East River takes pride in doing great events and event PR
for their clients. After a successful comedy night for
Interwood in Karachi, we engaged the super-talented
Bushra Ansari and Faiza Saleem to host a comedy night at
Interwood’s largest showroom in Islamabad.
The event was quite successful; we managed to pull a great
audience through digital pre-hype, amplified the event,
and brand through BTS boomerangs of the two celebrities,
and provided FOC post-event amplification on Instagram.
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ARTE:
#YOUFINDYOUR
FIREWEBRING
THEFUEL–
PR BY EAST RIVER

ED ITI O N

Arte’ Perfumes recently launched their latest
TVC. The TVC celebrates womanhood,
individuality, freedom of expression, and
culture. East River PR sent out boxes containing
Arte’ perfumes to 15 paid, and 12 FOC bloggers
to amplify the TVC, as well as generate hype
around the perfumes.
In the second phase, PR onboarded two
prominent women-centric Facebook groups to
share the Arte’ TVC and initiate conversation
and talkability around the hashtag
#YouFindYourFireWeBringTheFuel, which
thoroughly encouraged many working, as well
as stay-at-home women, to share real-life
stories about how they celebrate their
uniqueness, culture, and womanhood. These
activities generated a lot of hype around the
product, and created amplification for the TVC.
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To help you keep up with people’s fast-changing
expectations for brands, we’ve been sharing research since
2018 about shifts in consumer behavior. In our last report,
we got a glimpse into how APAC consumers are shaking
things up by redefining their priorities. But people’s
expectations for community, commerce, and inclusivity
have evolved even more since then.

2020 INSIGHTS:
3 TRENDS
EVERY APAC
BRAND SHOULD
KEEP AN EYE
ON

Take a spin through three emerging trends from our new
“A peek into your consumer's future 2020” report and see
how you can make the most of them.
READ MORE
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We can now use smartphones to explore the world around
us and even learn about new things. This presents a massive
opportunity for brands to reimagine their customer
experiences and differentiate themselves.
Whether you’re learning about the solar system or choosing
a new color scheme for your home, seeing is often
understanding. With computer vision and augmented
reality (AR), the camera has become a powerful visual tool to
help you understand the world around you.
You’re most likely familiar with the sort of AR technology
that uses your phone’s camera to overlay digital information
and content onto your physical surroundings. If you’ve ever
used an app that places 3-D objects, such as furniture, in
your own space or added special effects to your selfie,
you’ve used AR.

HOW
SMARTPHONES
AND AR ARE
CHANGING THE
WAY WE SEE
AND INTERACT
WITH THE
WORLD
READ MORE

Stay tuned for more
East River updates

You can find us on:
https://www.eastriver.pk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eastriverpk/
https://www.facebook.com/eastriverpk

EASTRIVER

https://www.instagram.com/east_riverpk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-u6qP9HtcjIYH8YUvA0fqQ

